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Designing a Summer or Autumn
Academy and Bootcamp

Conceptual approach and design considerations
Overall objective
An intensive format such as a Summer Academy was determined during BGI as a perfect opportunity for
a transnational effort in game business development. We took our leaf from successful initiatives such as
the Stugan experience (www.stugan.com) and Spelkollektivet (www.spelkollektivet.com) in Sweden, the
jam sessions of the Game Camps project (https://www.facebook.com/balticgamecamps) funded by
Interreg Central Baltic, or summer academy days at Academies of Fine Arts e.g., in Katowice. The idea
was to join forces to allow young talents across BSR borders to boost their entrepreneurial skills and gain
valuable input for their work: combining a transnational peer experience with intensive mentoring in a
reclusive environment and a creative work atmosphere as a bootcamp-style activity over several days.
The model activities mentioned above have proven the exponential value of such focused formats but
also demonstrated their fragility in terms of financial viability: they usually depend on private funding
driven by national interests (such as Stugan) or on short-term funding as part of an EU-funded project
(such as Game Camps) or situate themselves outside the framework of the professional game incubation
community (such as Spelkollektivet).
The goal was to invite incubators’ experts, mentors and game development companies for creating the
creative environment for the participants to benefit from experts’ support and get insights and polish the
projects or pitches, as well as solving business model bottle necks, gaps or stalls, choose or improve the
direction of the business development strategy.
The Autumn Academy/Bootcamp idea was fine-tuned in close cooperation with BSGI project partners as
well as participants, who were actively involved in designing the programme, for increasing the potential
for similar future events. Desk research was carried out on similar initiatives, providing elements feasible
for the pilot activity, e.g. duration, mentoring programme, online and offline tools, links to potential
mentors, focus of activities, overall goals to achieve, etc.
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As a result of the discussions and insights from the research, the focus was set to provide value for
different target groups, specifically:
-

-

-

startup teams - creative environment, mentoring opportunities, peer to peer interaction for
valuable insights and feedback on their business set-up, current game in production etc, to solve
bottlenecks on their road to the market,
mentors - provide access to young talents and incubators in the BSR area and networking
opportunities in a laid-back creative environment, discuss their views and gaining critical input
regarding their own practices and viewpoints,
incubators - discuss cross-border incubation and cooperation topics for mapping and alignment
of the incubation processes and future cooperation. Test and further develop the BSGI Autumn
Camp concept.

Examples of specific goals for the start-up teams:
-

preparing the teams for active participation at large events;
improve and polish their project/pitch/business in an international game developer environment;
supporting the teams for pre-launch activities of their games (e.g. feedback and testing).

Specific goals for participating incubators:
-

discuss cross-border incubation topics with participating incubators, teams and external
participants (mentors, teams, experts)
get insight and feedback from the companies’ teams, incubators staff community and external
mentors.

Lessons Learned
Overall, 34 participants attended the BSGI Autumn Bootcamp, including mentors, business developers
from incubators and teams from 10 countries: Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, UK,
Iran, Switzerland and Germany.
Based on the feedback of the participants with 21 total answers received (feedback questionnaire results
available in the Annexes), with team members providing joint feedback, the event was a gre at success!
On a scale of 1-5 (not at all…very much), the participants overwhelmingly appreciated the overall
experience, organisation and quality of the bootcamp approach.
Regarding specific feedback, good mentors/teams balance was mentioned and the overa ll availability of
mentors: 10 teams, 8 key mentors and additional incubator experts. Longer ice -breaker/intro sessions in
a laid-back environment were suggested for future events for building trust between participants in the
beginning of a similar event. Some teams took longer to open up, and then it was time to say farewells.
Flexibility of the structure of the event as well as the length of the event was mentioned both positive
and negative. Some participants would have preferred more structure, more ta lks by mentors and
additional variety of activities (e.g., extra personal time, no-distraction sessions). Different tracks could
be made available to choose for in-depth discussions as per need e.g., marketing, publishing, specific
tools, etc. Same content was suggested with an extra day.
Potential improvements included suggestions for assigning more time for preparation of the teams prior
to the event and providing the opportunity for the teams to present their full pitches instead of short
versions. Also, location should be closer to the main airport - current location was not that easily
approachable with almost 3 hours from Tallinn.
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Target Group
The proposed target group for an Autumn Academy are start-up teams developing games, with an
ongoing game project either recently released (few months before the Academy) or soon to be released
in the period of 6 – 9 months following the Academy. The company should have had a playable demo
available during registration. The academy pilot was open to all game platforms i.e., mobile, PC, consoles,
VR.
The teams were limited to the maximum of 2 participants per team to ensure the possibility for more
teams to participate and benefit the Academy. It was expected that companies will be participating, but
also some teams which did not yet have a registered legal entity were accepted if they were ready to
show a playable demo version. To benefit most from the Academy activities participating companies
should have already had some experience.
Companies/teams had at least one case/goal while registering for the Academy. Having a case (topic or
goal) allowed participants to remain focused and have better results at the end to help deliver the desired
outcome. The cases/issues or topics were diverse: for example preparing for presenting their game at a
large event, looking for investment or publishing, maybe looking for cooperation opportunities (could be
subcontracting or offering specific skills in joint product developing). The programme was flexible and
could thus be adapted to accommodatea the specific cases/topics of the participants. Then suitable
mentors were selected.
The second, smaller target group for the camp were staff members from the participating incubators.
Part of the programme was dedicated to the topics relevant to the incubation programmes and the
development of the incubators. The transnational incubation experience exchange was facilitated among
the incubators, experts/mentors and the companies.
Lessons Learned
According to the participant feedback, there was a good balance of the participants and topics available
with excellent synergy between participants, that should be followed up in the future. Although we aimed
for experienced teams only, eventually some early-stage teams were also present. This was not a bad
approach, but the main focus of similar future events should stay on more experienced teams. This way,
everyone would be on the same page and have similar expectations/experiences.
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Programme structure
Length
The involved BSGI project partners went through several planning workshops before the event. Duration
of the event was one of the key elements discussed. The final choice was between 3 to 6 days. The length
of the programme depended on the teams and their needs, the needs of incubators was considered a s
well.
The final programme was decided for 2 travelling days and 3 full days at the venue (from Monday to
Friday, November 8-12, 2021). This included flexibility for the introductions and team pitches, play -mygame sessions, individual team-mentor meetings, inspirational talks, networking events and time for
working on own team/company/game issues. Participating incubators had additional time for
presentations/peer reviews of their incubation processes.
A lot of flexibility was foreseen into the programme, for on-the-spot changes, if needed.
Additionally, the teams and mentors had the chance to introduce themselves in an online environment.
Discord software was used as a facilitating platform.
Lessons Learned
Main issue while planning the event was the potential threat of Covid for the whole organisation, incl.
high potential for travel bans, so the project partners involved made a lot of efforts to have a plan B (fully
online event) ready in case the country borders would be closed down. This also had an effect on the
decision of the whole duration of the event. During regular times, the event would have been held a bit
longer - 5-6 full days + travels.
One of the participants suggested having the same content with an extra day for more flexibility. Also,
better organised mentor introductions to build trust from the start was suggested. Content -wise the
event could be built followingly:
-

first day: mentors presenting themselves briefly and teams presenting their games/businesses +
their main aim for the bootcamp (implement feature, fix bugs, get advice on certain topic etc.)
checkup in the middle of the bootcamp in front of mentor board or all participants to see progress
and ask help/provide potential for synergy between teams
final presentations on results of bootcamp during the final day

Topics
The programme was initially planned to have masterclasses on different topics of game development
based on the needs of participating teams, such as:
-

Development / production: gameplay / testing, feedback, monetisation, retention, porting etc.
Marketing: visibility, social media, approaching influencers, etc.
Pitching: pitch deck, one pager, 3 min pitch, hybrid demo day for pitch practice and promotion
Legal issues: shareholder agreement, staff contracts, IP, revenue sharing
Funding: publisher / investor relations, public funding
Business: cash flow planning, subcontracting services, team management software
Other topics mentioned by teams during registration and during the event

These topics are usually covered by incubation programmes and some topics were pre-selected based on
these programmes. The teams registering for the event noted their main current issues and the Autumn
Camp programme was adjusted.
Expert sessions were planned with game incubators – e.g. speakers from Spelkollektivet and Tartu Science
Park presented their case studies and discussions were facilitated about the possibilities of cross -border
incubation: sharing and exchanging experiences, sharing tools/good practices and interesting cases.
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Lessons Learned
Overall, mentors and organisers were ready to approach case-by-case in the format of individual meetings
with teams throughout the event, with daily presentations of their experience by some mentors.
After the first day, when everybody had the chance to familiarise themselves with participating teams,
we held a roundtable with the mentors to finetune the approach for the second day. Based on the mentor
experience from community events, instead of the initially planned one-on-one meetings, to provide the
opportunity for peer-to-peer learning, and with the limited time available, teams brainstormed their key
issues and shared these on a shared wall. Based on the key issues, an open round -table discussion was
facilitated to share how to overcome these issues based on experience of the participating teams and
mentors. The final choice of topics was focusing on: marketing, publishing, production and team culture
+ a few team-specific individual topics.
One of the key aspects was game development and gameplay + testing of their games between the teams.
The teams may have expertise in specific topics, so they could act as mentors to other teams in their
specific field of expertise. During the event we expected and received a strong investment in mutual peer
to peer cooperation in testing, further development, fine-tuning, pitch preparation, feedback for the
games under development, etc.

Selection of Participants
The Autumn Academy was planned for around 10 teams and 5-6 external mentors, total 30-40 people. In
addition to a public call published at the project website on https://balticseagames.eu, all the incubators
involved in the BSGI projects and some external incubators (e.g. SpielFabrique from Germany and
Spelkollektivet from Sweden) were asked to look at the teams they are incubating and invite 2 or 3 of
them to participate in the Autumn Academy. The incubators know best at which stage of the development
the team is and who could benefit best from this kind of creative environment. Considering possible
cancellations because of Covid, the limits of the number of teams per incubator was flexibl e.
Based on the experience of similar events, during the registration companies were expected to provide a
one-pager (template available HERE) and/or available pitch deck (free format), simple registration form
consisted of:
-

General information (company name, contacts)
Funding (what is the situation in the company)
What is the company seeking
the range of revenue
The team
The company’s/team’s achievements
Roadmap and key milestones of the company
Market
Competitive advantages
Business/revenue distribution model

All these aspects should be described in concentrated short form and fit into one page. Most important
section for organisers to consider and adjust the programme is the roadmap and key milestones of the
company, also what they are seeking for. The teams were asked to provide the pitch deck for registration,
if they had it ready.
After incubators suggested the companies/teams, the main organisers of the Academy had the right to
refuse teams based on the quality of applications. The application process provided a clear view, what
kind of teams will be participating. This also provided information for the programme to be modified and
mentors selected/changed according to needs of participants.
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Initially, the event was planned for the Summer of 2021, however, because of Covid circumstances (fast
spreading of the virus and country lockdowns/travel bans), it was pushed to September and finally to
November 2021. This provided a lot of time to prepare the participating teams, find mentors and prepare
the programme according to needs of participants.
Lessons Learned
The final participants were chosen from a combination of all the planned steps and with a focus on
flexibility, because of potential risks involved regarding the potential spreading of Covid19 virus. Thus ,
not all incubators could provide experienced teams as high risks were involved with t ravelling during
pandemics! So finally, it was a good turnup, with most of the teams already working not on their first
game and having a more or less solid business and registered company. Some incubators added early stage student teams, but their approach was also fine, as the focus was on publishing the first game as
soon as possible and learning from the experience of other participants help ed them focus better and
reach the best possible result.

Tools and Methods of Interaction
Event registration was available on https://balticseagames.eu/bootcamp.The participating incubators
had the prerogative of choosing the teams from their region.
Main interaction tool before, during and after the event was Discord, where an event-specific channel
was set up and managed, to let the participating teams, incubators and mentors introduce themselves
already before the event. It was a flexible tool for building community before the start of the Academy.
Different channels were created within the Discord, incl: general area (welcome, general chatting,
Linkedin shares, partners only and mentors only), team area (specific channels: shameless self promotion,
i need help, test my game, offtopic, feedback/suggestions and useful links), mentor zone (with mentor
one-pagers and direct contact opportunity), team-specific channels (team onepager, updates and direct
contact channel).
After the event, a feedback form was created and shared to gather information, analyse and use it for
future adjustments of the Autumn Academy/Bootcamp concept.
Lessons Learned
Discord provided a functional and effective tool to organise the event, prepare the teams, onboa rd
mentors and keep everyone on the same page throughout the whole duration of the event.
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Feasibility for continuation
The goal of BSGI Autumn Academy was to test and create the pilot which can be replicated in the future
on a self-sustainable basis, where participants cover expenses (all expenses or some parts of it). Creating
a viable concept and testing it in live environment was the main goal of this pilot ac tivity.
There are 2 aspects showing the value of the Autumn Academy in the future:
-

active involvement and feedback of the incubators/mentors in the preparatory phase and
participants’ positive feedback for the BSGI Summer Academy

Willingness to pay (if at least partly) the participation fee in similar future events was an important
feedback of the success of the approach.
To organise similar events in the future, continuous networking with gamedev hubs, incubators,
universities, etc. is needed, so there is a basis here to continue the activity in the near future. Key
elements would be finding budget for mentor travels (some will be happy to contribute for free) and early
stage teams. The professional teams already have budget available for this kind of cooperation.
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THE PROJECT
The extension project “Baltic Sea Game Incubation – Piloting Network Activities to Foster Game Incubation
in the BSR” (BSGI) builds upon the BGI-project and continues to work on boosting the game industry in the
Baltic Sea Region – giving special attention to capacity building. Its main objective is to enhance business
support of game incubators through strategic transnational collaboration with other game incubators in the
Baltic Sea region (BSR). Joining forces in transnational cooperation will si gnificantly raise the impact on
industry development as opposed to acting alone. A viable international incubation network, a standardised
incubation approach with powerful support tools and the expansion of the talent pool will enable young
game studios and game developers to compete successfully in the game market and turn it into a growth
market.
Read more at https://baltic-games.eu/171/project-extension-bsgi/
PROJECT LEAD
BGZ Berliner Gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit mbH
Pohlstr. 67
DE – 10785 Berlin
phone: +49 (30) 80 99 41 11
fax: +49 (30) 80 99 41 20
info@bgz-berlin.de
www.bgz-berlin.de
Managing Director: Dr. Hilde Hansen
Chairman of the Supervisory Board: Jürgen Wittke
Shareholders: State of Berlin, Berlin Chamber of Small Business and Skilled Crafts
Register court & number: Amtsgericht Berlin, AG Charlottenburg, HRB 21 292

PROJECT PARTNERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Denmark: Dania Academy
Estonia: Tartu Science Park Foundation
Finland: Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, Turku Game Hub
Germany: HTW Berlin University of Applied Sciences
Lithuania: Lithuanian Innovation Centre
Sweden: Creative Crowd AB, Invest Stockholm
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